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H band app reviews

10.0.0 5 December 2020 Experience Optimization 9.9.0 1 December 2020 Experience Optimization 9.8.0 17 September 2020 French translation optimization 9.7.0 9 September, 2020 Solving the problem of abnormal collapse 9.6.0 5 September 2020 Solving language display problems 9.5.0 4 September 2020 Add
internal language setting application 9.4.0 25 August 2020 Change the problem of remediation of information 9.3.0 August 20 , 2020 Optimization of the fluency interface operation 9.2.0 August 7, 2020 Change Test Prompt 9.1.0 July 21, 2020 Add Connection and Notification Configuration Interface Operations After
Successful Connection 9.0.0 July 16, 2020 Change the background color of the connection button 8.9.0 July 8, 2020 Optimized the issue of crash and deletion of sports data 8.8.0 3 June 2020 Change the loss of data read 8.7.0 May 29 , 2020 Solving heart rate display problems 8.6.0 14 May 2020 Edit translation 8.5.0 6
May 2020 Resolve date breaking problem in different calendars 8.4.0 30 April, 2020 Add prompt email input function 8.3.0 22 April 2020 Error caused by change in memory, permissions etc 8.2.0 17 April 2020 Appropriate interface optimization 8.1.0 April 3, 2020 Change bug profile settings 8.0.0 2 April 2 , 2020 Change
bug profile settings 7.9.0 1 April 2020 Optimize interface display 7.5.0 11 January 2020 Optimize performance 7.4.0 15 November 2019 Optimize performance I've been an RN for over 35 years so BP (blood pressure) and HR (heart rate) monitoring is very important to me. I bought this device for my husband, he recently
had heart surgery, so it's important that he monitor HR and BP. I love this device for BP &amp; HR monitoring capabilities. The display monitor is very fast to stop sometimes I need a little more time to write the readings down. Otherwise, this device is very good. The BP and HR readings are as accurate as possible. I
checked my husband's data against manual readings, they were just a little off. Nurses are trained to take bp manually to verify the accuracy of automated systems. If the readings are within 20 millimeters of mercury, which is how the blood pressure is read, it is considered correct. HR readings also fall into acceptable
rates. This tracker is not very accurate for sleep monitoring. I'm not sure you should pursue that, so I'm not sure to check any of the sleep readings. So I wouldn't suggest using this reading. Everything else seems right. I liked this device so much that I ended up buying one for myself and my mom. My sister will buy one
for Check out the history of the download rank for H Band 2.0 in USA. Rank history shows how popular H Band 2.0 is in Google Play and has changed that over time. You can track H Band 2.0 performance every hour of the day in different countries, categories and devices. Using for Eight Months Now After Eight
Months of Using This Heart Watch Has Gone some development changes for certain. A few months ago reading for blood pressure were so far was ridiculous. Then he showed a message saying he couldn't read his blood pressure. I stopped using it for a few weeks and stuck it in a drawer. I decided to take it off, charge
it and do some troubleshooting about a month ago and noticed that it had a new orientation. I did some tests and heart rate, blood pressure, sleep and fitness functions seemed to be functional once again. I started wearing the watch again. I love that the heart monitor runs randomly and collects data throughout the day.
The question is? Why can't the blood pressure monitor also do that? I have to stop what I'm doing and do the bp test to get the data. I don't always have time or i don't remember doing that. I realize that this is a free app, but I would be willing to spend a few dollars for software developers to add a few bells and whistles
to this program as the big A has on their products. Keep chipping away from the developers of it, you have a lot of potential for a great product here. Nice, but I recently got my watch. I like the watch, but the app needs some work. While the graphical interface in the app looks good, there are some obvious flaws. Some
data sets are in Mandarin. Generally speaking, if you are marketing a product in the U.S., the data displayed in the company app must be in English. Feed back, which is in Mandain, for most people in this market, is no different from gibberish. Day rest data is not cumulative: it records a single event. This is a big flaw-
making the watch worthless for this function. Many people, more than half, usually wake up in the middle of the night. Sleep function must be cumative for all periods of sleep in a day. This needs to be fixed. Also a big problem: much of the screen text in the app is very small, so even with 20/20 vision you need a
magnifying glass to read it; The app doesn't allow you to zoom in to see better. Like text that is in Mandarin, text that is too small to read is virtually useless. I expect many products to have instructions for poor use- this year we are no different- don't worry there- once you poke the buttons enough you get the basic idea
of what the main button does not ... the other two buttons, who knows- they seem to be just for looks. This watch us clouse being a great product at the moment is not one mainly because of the app. It's not fair, I'll say that. For a cheap product I like, so it won't give so few stars. The manual says the app can monitor the
female menstrual cycle. Sleep app Away. I went to a bar one night and he told me that I went to bed the moment I was at the bar. When they say, I sleep I'm awake. I woke up several times at night and will say that I did not wake up. I really wanted to watch my sleep, because I suffer from insomnia. When I wake up, I
go to the bathroom and from that moment on, he'll calculate me. Calculate. went over 200 steps. My bathroom's not that far from my bed, considering it's in my room. But I like alerts for the phone calls I get. I don't keep my phone with me so I can see who's calling before I get to the phone. Besides, it's cheap, so I didn't
expect 100% accurate calculations. So I'm going to stay with her until I decide whether or not I'm going to buy an expensive one. Although, I've heard that they're not fair either need a lot of work! The developer has to work on bugs in this APP. I wish there was something that worked in its place a different more accurate
app This doesn't even fit what my sleep time is saying 8.6 hours on my band, but it only shows 55 minutes on my band. I'm told it only measures certain moments, but it's not true. For example, I went to bed at 10:45 and woke up at 6:00 showed the exact time on my band and on this app. This morning showed I only got
55 minutes of sleep, so it looked something totally different. The first thing I do is synchronize my band first thing in the morning. But it has nothing to do with the time zone, what time do you go to bed because it worked when I went to bed at 6:30 in one night I didn't feel good I slept over 10 hours and recorded all the
time. It has to be something that I'm not aware of how the sleep app works or activate it. I'm told it can't be controlled by the band or the app. So I'm going to go through some other apps and do a lot of research today and see if I can find another app that this tape will work with. Because it's really screwing my health
journal! PLEASE REPAIR THE FUNCTION OF SOMN ON YOUR APPLICATION! He needs some work. I like the device. I love the app. The measurements seem to be pretty accurate. But the Chinese-English translation is at best juvenile. Everything is in English, but with some of the translations, I have no idea what it
should mean. In one section it says that I think the wrist test. what is this? Besides, I like it. But when I use how to run on the device and the GPS run tracking on the app, the burned kcals is different. I also know I walked 1.87 miles, but because of the movement of the arm the device says I walked two miles. Small
problems that can be overcome. And no, it doesn't work with MyFitnessPal. But it works with Apple's health. However, the device measures blood pressure, but Apple's health does not lift it. It records sleep tracking. This is my first fitness band and I'm pleased, but the translation problem is making you look for another.
The data is mostly quite accurate. Heart rate is almost always spot on. It does not capture my true heart rate during intense exercise, but time is on. As for blood pressure, It seems to me during rest periods is 4-5 high points. On my sleep dates, the only time you've almost been spot on is if I go to bed around 10 pm and
then get up sometime almost shortly after midnight. Then and only then it seems i didn't actually go go bed until midnight. Besides, very accurate even at the time I wake up to go pee :) My only complaint is that there doesn't seem to be a way to capture and store historical data and some of the sharing functions work
correctly. I don't really care about the sharing function, but I'd like to capture and store historical data. English editor needed I had my band h for a day. I lime the look of it, but other than that its just ok. First: hire an English-speaking person, not someone who has just learned, but someone who knows grammar and



syntax. I can't understand much of what's written. Put a section of the icon significance in directions. I don't understand some icons. I love the sleep function! Most importantly make the touch screen more usable! Mine goes on to show the time going to the person's rest and stops, on occasion I can cycle it all the way
through, I don't know what all this means, but occasionally I can see them all, mostly I go to my phone to see what's up. He needs work, but the idea is good! Good I was really enjoying this and found out that if you hold down the button actually stays on longer.... Good quality especially for the water resistant part I
accidentally sat in my hot tub and forgot I had it on for about a minute or two! I was so worried I broke it, but when I found out it was good I was very impressed... It can't take calls and it doesn't warn you when you have a message like most super fancy watch clothes. It doesn't tell you when someone calls you, though
the number appears when it vibrates. I love not beep when you tell something, but only in silence vibrates, so you can just feel and no one notices. In general, I would say it is a great buy and mostly accurate... A good start, but it could be much better This is my third step/sleep tracker and each of them had their own
apps. I like the aesthetics of the watch, which was a reasonable price. However, I think the functionality of the watch could be greatly improved by a few little tricks in the app. The vibration for incoming notifications is strong and long. It would be great if it was shorter, or if we could choose what we want. Also, when
notifications come in, I'm not able to preview my message or the number that is calling, that small improvement would make it much more useful! Improvements needed to the app I am a blind person, so I just use the voiceover app to read the data from the watch. I can read the number of steps, and the number of hours
I slept. I would also like to have the number of calories burned displayed with the step number. I can read the number of hours I sleep, but I can't understand deep sleep, easy sleep, and awake time data. It's hard to find the buttons for start the manual heart rate test and the manual BP test. Some of the requests in the
app are also blurry. It would be very nice if the app would connect to the Apple health app. I'd like a to provide feedback to the authors of the application. The 245JessicaMessica021 1 Not Impressed on Day 1 Can't beat the price- it's elegant &amp; tells time! ... That's all you can trust him, though. Once I turned it on and
paired it with the phone, I was disappointed. The watch doesn't automatically track your heart rate and the steps aren't tracked, plus not only does WiFi need, but the paired phone needs to be less than 1 meter away from the clock at any time to track anything. Screen options and watch sensitivity are not favorable. I
wanted to be delighted with this purchase- the package was shipped with a thoughtful note from the company and it was a great touch, but I don't feel the clock is able to fulfill the basic work of an activity clock so I hoped. It's still day 1, so I hope I turned it wrong tomorrow! Through Bobfrapples yogodoflopo 3 App needs
great band work for price point, app needs some work. Low Hanging Fruit (Easy Fixes) - Does the countdown just like the timer. There's no reason why you can't display the countdown time right on the clock in the same way that you display count up time on the timer. It would be nice to actually see how much more is on
the countdown. Easy fix, functionality already exists. - Time settings: I don't know what you were thinking with this, but let users choose their own times. The only choice between would be 12-6pm and 6-12am for sedentary reminder is absurd. Let users choose for themselves what times they want certain features,
include only all options. Other improvements: - more watch faces: there are only 2 styles and you can't even change the color of the default. It seems pretty easy. You have a good thing going here, definitely some major flaws with the app, though, it needs Polish. Decent lysing app defects over all is good, but an obvious
flaw is that it doesn't seem to be a way to export the data. There are links to Facebook, Twitter, etc. that are useless (for me at least). An export .csv should be included and should be extremely easy to implement. I need to print heart rate and blood pressure data for my doctor (we know that the values are not perfect,
but for use as a reference - as the status of the instructions). I'm also getting a timing error when switching to long-term values, although this may be because I've only been wearing it for a day now. Turn off daily notifications The app seems to work decently. It's obviously run by non-native English speakers, which is
sometimes frustrating. Do I need to find out if there's a way to turn off the daily notification that reminds me to start the app? He comes every morning at 6 a.m. like an alarm. I had to stop wearing my watch at night, and put my phone on no to avoid a 6 AM wake-up call. I've looked through all the settings and can't find a
setting that refers to this feature. Any help would be appreciated. Love this app! This app is legit amazing. He kept track of my heart rate, sleep and steps... BOOYAH! I see a lot of people. People. about sleep/giving this app low ratings due to sleep function. This clock will start you as asleep from the moment you lay for
15 + minutes at night, then you will say that you are asleep until you are up and walking around for more than 10 minutes... Just a reminder that this app is not a genie, folks!  
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